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1. Diggers, directed by F.W. Thring (1931). Original English advertisement promoting a trade screening at the Prince 
Edward Theatre, London, on Friday 20 January 1933. The first feature from Efftee Film Productions, the second Australian 
sound feature, and comprised of three stories by Pat Hanna, the writer and star of the stage show of the same name. 
Hanna had begun Diggers when serving as Entertainment Officer at the end of World War One; his brief was the “lay[ing] 
on laughter unlimited and rollicking relaxation”; the show toured England, France and Germany, reformed for tours in 
Australia and New Zealand, and followed with the movie version. Pike and Cooper see Thring as darkening Hanna’s 
preferred “leave them laughing” structure and replacing it with a flashback framework beginning at a reunion dinner 
twelve years after the end of World War One and making the stories progressively darker. The poster design has none of 
this. It highlights an image of Hanna, the well known title, and surrounded by six vignettes closer to scenes from “naughty 
postcards” than World War One. Poster originally appeared in The Daily Film Renter, trade magazine, issue of Wednesday 
January 11 1933. Poster measures 44 x 28cms.Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #264  $800.00

2. Myteri, directed by Frank Lloyd (1935). Original Swedish poster for Mutiny on the Bounty [released in Sweden 4 
March 1936]. The poster design follows Hollywood studio fashion: image of star adjacent to their name while partially 
complying with the usual design of Bligh-Christian-Bounty tension. Poster measures 100 x 70cms. Rolled. A couple of 
nicks at edges, short tear and two small shadows of tape bleed, otherwise very good.  $500.00



You can hunt ‘em off, you can ease ‘em off, or you can take ‘em with you.

3. Bitter Springs, directed by Ralph Smart (1950). [London: Ealing 
Studios, 1950]. Original English pressbook produced to promote the 
movie’s London release on 6 July 1950. Bitter Springs was shot in the 
Flinders Ranges SA between May and November 1949 and is concerned 
with the tensions that arise after the King family purchase 600 acres of 
Aboriginal tribal land from the South Australian Government to establish 
a sheep station. The movie was the first serious treatment of Aboriginal 
Land Rights in an Australian feature with Ransom, a trooper (Michael 
Pate) setting out his options to Wally King (Chips Rafferty), see above. The 
resolution of the movie is well removed from the climate of the time – 
“But in the end the white man’s magic prevails: not the magic of the gun, 
but that other magic, the magic of compromise, of finding a way to give 
both sides a chance of living side by side without violence”, according 
to the pressbook– and carries the deep racism and assumed superiority 
of white Australians towards Aboriginal people. The booklet contains 
examples of posters and advertisements to be used overseas, synopses in 
French and German, “the story in ten pictures” or images plus summary, 
biographies of the actors, director and producer, and anecdotes from the 
shooting”. Large oblong qto., 31 x 36cms., 8pp. Pictorial wrappers, stapled. 
One vertical crease centre of cover, else fine. PIKE AND COOPER #329  $450.00 

The Law of the Whip

4. La Loi du Fouet, directed by Lewis Milestone (1952). Original 
Belgian poster for Kangaroo [released in Belgium during 1953]. An 
Australian western of sorts: exteriors filmed around Port Augusta, SA, 
interiors in Sydney; financed by 20th Century Fox from film hire revenue 
frozen here. The image of the kangaroo takes on Godzilla like dimensions, 
a popular fate for exotic animals during the Cold War, and threatens to 
overwhelm the cattle, hero, heroine, three Aboriginals and even a terrified 
horse. Poster measures 47 x 36cms. Folded. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #334 
 $450.00



5. Les Bagnards de Botany Bay, directed by John Farrow (1953). An issue of Mon Film (No. 415, 4 August 1954) 
devoted to Botany Bay [released in France 11 June 1954], or 9 of its 12pp. and the cover. The nine pages reproduce the 
story of the movie in single-spaced prose with blocks of dialogue and two or three blue tinted images from the movie per 
page. French text. Pictorial wrappers, stapled. Fine.  $150.00

6. Les Rats du Désert, directed by Robert Wise (1953). Original Belgian poster for The Desert Rats [released in 
Belgium during 1954]. The American version of the siege of Tobruk during World War Two featuring characters: Sgt. ‘Blue’ 
Smith, Lt. Harry Carstairs and Corporal Currie played by Chips Rafferty, Bud Tingwell and Michael Pate respectively. A 
dense design with infantry, tanks and planes against Rommel in the top right hand corner. Three slouch hats are visible 
in the design along with a no. of the all purpose and exotic balaclavas. Woestikmratten, the Flemish title, runs across the 
bottom edge. Poster measures 54 x 36cms., remnants of screening details at the top of the poster not affecting image, 
folded. Fine.  $350.00

7. A Town Like Alice, directed by Jack Lee (1956). Original English poster for A Town Like Alice [released 1 March 
1956], adaptation of Nevil Shute’s popular novel (1950). A vivid colour poster containing illustrations of scenes from 
the movie around the perimeter and a large image of the book, doubling as the title of the movie, in the centre. Poster 
measures 100 x 68cms. Folded. Two small nicks, else fine.  $400.00



8. Pacific Destiny, directed Wolf Rilla (1956). 
Original English poster for Pacific Destiny [released 
in England 5 June 1956]. The English movie version 
of A Pattern of Islands by Arthur Grimble, his life 
in the Gilbert and Ellice Islands during the 1920s 
(published 1952); adaptation by Jack Lee who 
directed Robbery Under Arms and A Town Like Alice in 
Australia during the 1950s. The Eurocentric version 
of the Pacific during the 1950s: shades of blue, palm 
trees, anonymous locals and two men and a woman, 
all European, locked into an emotional struggle. 
Poster illustrated by Bill Wiggins better known for 
his horror movie posters for Hammer Films. Poster 
measures 76 x 101cms. Folded. Fine.  $400.00

En 1850, l’Australie est une terre âpre, prospère, mais 
impitoyable. The first sentence of the synopsis

9. À Main Armée, directed by Jack Lee (1957). 
Pressbook for the French release of Robbery Under 
Arms during 1958. Synopsis, credits, colour and b&w 
images from the movie. French text throughout. 
Pictorial wrappers, stapled. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #346 
 $250.00

10. À Main Armée, directed by Jack Lee (1957). 
Original French poster for Robbery Under Arms 
[released in France during 1958]. The red of the 
pressbook has darkened for the poster; otherwise 
the design settles for the elements and arrangement 
of Westerns during the 1950s, though it does include 
a particularly accurate version of Peter Finch in 
the middle right. Poster, designed by Jean Masch, 
measures 76 x 57cms. Folded. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER 

#346  $450.00



11. Le Passager Clandestin, directed by Lee Robinson and Ralph 
Habib (1958). Original Belgian poster for The Stowaway [released in 
Belgium during 1958].A co-production between Robinson’s Southern 
International and two French companies; French and English versions 
shot simultaneously; screenplay by Robinson and Joy Cavill. Southern 
International and Reg Lye make it on to the poster and nothing else of its 
Australian connection. Poster measures 54 x 41cms. Linen backed, rolled. 
Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #347  $450.00

THE BIGGEST STORY OF OUR TIME

12. On the Beach, directed by Stanley Kramer (1959). Original 
American poster for On the Beach [released in the United States on 17 
December 1959]. American three sheet, printed in two pieces; the design 
emphasises the four leading actors, shapes the title into the suggestion of 
the submarine that figures in other posters for the movie and, Hollywood 
style, appropriates the Cold War for its own purposes, see tag line above. 
Poster measures 200 x 156cms., vertical tear without loss along the top 
quarter of the middle fold and a couple of other nicks at folds, otherwise 
fine. PIKE AND COOPER #352  $500.00

13. Le Dernier Rivage, directed by 
Stanley Kramer (1959). Original French 
poster for On the Beach [released in 
France 20 December 1960]. Menacing 
colours, the tell tale Cold War submarine 
and illustrations of the two lead actors. 
Poster measures 80 x 40cms. Folded. 
Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #352  $450.00



14. L‘île des Réprouvés, directed by Harry Watt (1959). Original Belgian poster for The Siege of Pinchgut [released in 
Belgium during 1960]. The fourth and last Ealing Studios’ movie made in Australia [and the last movie from Ealing], which 
premiered at the Berlin Film Festival in June 1959 and in Sydney on 3 March 1960. An escaped prisoner with a series of 
grievances terrorises Sydney from Fort Denison and sets out his terms in the time honoured manner. The design of the 
poster features Fort Denison in the background and oddly locates the action I am not sure where. Poster measures 54 x 
36cms. A couple of chips at corners. Very good. PIKE AND COOPER #353  $450.00

15. The Sundowners, directed by Fred Zinnemann (1960). Original America poster for The Sundowners [released in 
New York 8 December 1960 and Los Angeles 25 December that year]. Spectacular American poster design featuring a 
dense collage of characters and events from the movie. Poster measures 102 x 68cms. Rolled. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #355  
 $450.00



16. Les Horizons Sans Frontières, 
directed by Fred Zinnemann (1960). 
French poster for The Sundowners 
[released in France 11 October 1961] 
A very modest design: actors’ names, 
b&w image from the movie, printed 
in two colours; it may be a reissue. 
Poster measures 120 x 76cms. Folded. 
A couple of pin holes, else fine. PIKE AND 

COOPER #355   $350.00 

17. Les Horizons Sans Frontières, 
directed by Fred Zinnemann (1960). 
The Sundowners receives the “cinema 
novel” treatment in this issue of Les 
Films Pour Vous, Vol.7, No.282, 7 March 
1962. The movie had opened in France 
on 11 October 1961 and here is turned 
into a 56pp. graphic novel with b&w 
reproductions from the movie, 6 to 
a page, with dialogue balloons and 
linking text at the top, or between, 
images. French text. Pictorial wrappers, 
stapled. Very good. PIKE AND COOPER #355 
 $175.00



18. Gli Ammutinati del Bounty, directed by Lewis Milestone (1962). Original Italian poster for Mutiny on the Bounty 
[released in Italy during November 1962]. The enduring elements in the design of posters for the many movie versions of 
this story: contrasting images of Bligh and Christian, stressing the tension between them, on either side of an image of the 
Bounty and, added for successive versions on the perimeter of the poster, the contrast between the lure of the Tahitians 
and the violence on board the Bounty. Poster, designed by Enzo Nistri, measures 198 x 140cms., in two equally sized pieces. 
Folded. Fine.  $600.00

19. Gli Ammutinati del Bounty, directed by Lewis Milestone (1962). Original Italian poster for Mutiny on the Bounty 
[released in Italy during November 1962]. A reworking of the Italian design of the previous poster: the Bounty remains at 
centre, Bligh and Christian hold prominent positions at centre left but the Tahitian exoticism and pirate movie elements 
gain ground. Poster measures 70 x 33cms., a couple of pin holes, else fine with a space at the top for details of screenings 
to be added.  $300.00

20. 戦艦バウンティ, directed by Lewis Milestone (1962). Original Japanese poster for Mutiny on the Bounty [released 
in Japan 1 December 1962]. The best example of the recurring design: a huge Bounty and with Bligh and Christian literally 
head to head. Poster measures 73 x 51cms. Rolled. Fine.  $400.00



21. Myteriet På Bounty, directed by Lewis Milestone 
(1962). Original Swedish poster for Mutiny on the Bounty 
[released in Sweden 26 December 1962]. The design 
reworks the Bligh-Christian-Bounty pattern: the Bounty is 
now the largest, Christian and Bligh are no longer alone, 
the former is linked with the Tahitians and the latter with 
the floggings on board the Bounty. Poster measures 100 
x 70cms. Rolled. Missing a small piece in the centre of the 
right edge, short tear without loss along an old fold and a 
couple of tape marks. Very good.  $300.00

22. De Muiters Van De Bounty, directed by Lewis 
Milestone (1962). Original Belgian poster for Mutiny on 
the Bounty [released in Belgium during 1963]. The design 
follows the Bligh-Christian-Bounty pattern though it 
neatly reworks their respective sizes and positions and 
adds a vignette of Tarita. Poster measures 38 x 52cms. 
Rolled. Fine.  $300.00



23. Zona dla Australijczyka, directed by Stanislaw Bareja (1964). Original Czech 
poster for Wife for an Australian. A Polish comedy with an Australian Polish farmer as 
protagonist. Robert Wolanski arrives home with the task of finding a bride in three days 
and returning to Australia [available on YouTube in 10 parts without subtitles @ http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFOUopQW2Pw ]. Australia was prominent in Polish 
consciousness during the postwar years – over 50,000 Poles emigrated here between 
1947 and 1954 – and the movie makes much of the contrast between the social 
customs and behaviour of Poles and those Wolanski has learnt in Australia. The poster 
design stresses the transaction of the purchase of a wife: each letter of the title in a 
different typefaces, as if clipped from another source, sitting over a large hand reaching 
down to grab a woman. Poster measures 36 x 26cms. Rolled. Fine.  $300.00

24. Ned Kelly, directed by Tony Richardson (1970). 
Original English poster for Ned Kelly [released during 
1970]. The standard ingredients for an English audience: 
Mick Jagger, face partially obscured by armour, and “a Tony 
Richardson film”. Poster measures 76 x 102cms. Folded. 
Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #379  $300.00

25. Ned Kelly, directed by Tony Richardson (1970). 
Original French poster for Ned Kelly [released in France 
during 1970]. Artwork by [Guy] Jouineau and [Guy] 
Bourduge who follow the design of earlier posters by 
concentrating on Ned Kelly in armour and differ by 
omitting any image of Mick Jagger, though his name does 
feature prominently. Poster measures 156 x 117cms. 
Folded, fine. PIKE AND COOPER #379  $300.00

26. Kelly der Bandit, directed by Tony Richardson 
(1970). Original West German poster for Ned Kelly 
[released in West Germany during 1970]. A full length 
image of Mick Jagger, admittedly in costume, pushes Kelly 
in armour from the previous item to the background of 
the design, and makes room for a group of troopers with 
something of the look of those from the Sidney Nolan 
series. Poster measures 84 x 59cms. Folded. Fine. PIKE AND 

COOPER #379  $300.00



During an early Australian screening, one man stood up, 
pointed at the screen and protested “That‘s not us!”, to 
which Jack Thompson yelled back “Sit down, mate. It is us.”

27. Outback, directed by Ted Kotcheff (1971). 
Original American poster for Wake in Fright [released 
in San Francisco 13 October 1971 and New York 
20 February the next year]. The design of the movie 
stresses the mantra of Bundanyabba [locations around 
Broken Hill], sitting atop a brilliant illustration of a 
group of its inhabitants. Poster measures 104 x 69cms. 
Folded. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #391  $350.00

28. Na Krancu Swiata, directed by Ted Kotcheff 
(1971). Original Polish poster for Wake in Fright [released 
in Poland during 1972]. Not dissimilar to the American 
design except the Poles go for a more threatening detail, 
do not require the mantra, or the protagonist, or the 
setting, introduce two apparently indigenous characters 
and a recognisable Doc Tydon (Donald Pleasance). Poster, 
desgined by W. Górka, measures 84 x 58cms. Folded. Fine. 
PIKE AND COOPER #391  $400.00

29. Zapadakov, directed by Ted Kotcheff (1971). 
Original Czechoslovakian poster for Wake in Fright 
[released in Czechoslovakia, if the franking mark at 
the centre of the poster is anything to go by, either 
6 August or 8 June 1975]. As enigmatic a poster as 
anything in this catalogue; my guess is that the movie 
is being promoted as a postcard from Australia. Poster 
measures 80 x 58cms. Rolled. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #391 
 $300.00

30. Wake in Fright, directed by Ted Kotcheff 
(1971). Original American poster for the New York 
return season of Wake in Fright at the Film Forum, 
released 5 October 2012. A good example of both what 
has happened to movie poster design during the forty 
years since the movie’s original release – image from 
the movie has replaced an illustration, endorsements 
have replaced tag lines – and the manner in which lost 
movies or revivals are promoted, along with the 
heavyweight endorsements, there is also “lost classic” 
“anniversary” and, in this case for American audiences, 
the return of the original title. Poster measures 102 x 
70cms. Rolled. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #391 $100.00



A FAN-BL**DY-TASTIC FILM!

31. The Adventures of Barry McKenzie, directed by Bruce Beresford (1971). Original English poster for The 
Adventures of Barry McKenzie [released in England 12 October 1972]. The comic book illustration of Barry, the modified 
map of Australia with Tasmania submerged in a glass of beer and eight close to identical endorsements, all add up to the 
acceptable version of the Australian male to satisfy the 1970s English stereotype. Poster measures 76 x 101cms. Folded. A 
couple of short tears at folds, else fine. PIKE AND COOPER #400  $350.00

To big, bad “Jock” Petersen ... love is just another four letter word!

32. “Jock” Petersen, directed by Tim Burstall (1974). Original American poster for Petersen, released there during 
November 1975. The poster design stresses another export version of Australian masculinity to the previous two items; 
and the protagonist has a first name change – from Tony to Jock – for American release. Poster measures 103 x 69cms. 
One short tear top edge of poster not affecting image, else fine. PIKE AND COOPER #423  $350.00

33. Between Wars, directed by Michael Thornhill (1974). 
Original English poster for Between Wars [released in England 
during 1976], Michael Thornhill’s first feature from a screenplay 
by Frank Moorhouse. Distributed by Cinegate, run by American 
expatriates David and Barbara Stone, and shown at their 
Notting Hill Gate cinema with Christopher Mason’s short 
England Home and Beauty as a support. An uninspired poster 
which promotes the presence of Corin Redgrave and the 
supporting movie. Poster measures 80 x 104cms. Folded. One 
fold rubbed, else fine. PIKE AND COOPER #424 $300.00



34. Caddie, directed by Donald Crombie (1976). Original English poster 
for Caddie [released in England during 1977]. A close-up of Helen Morse 
enclosed first by art deco designs and then by extracts from seven vague 
though positive reviews, none of which mentions Australia. Poster measures 
76 x 100cms. Folded. A few nicks at creases, else fine. PIKE AND COOPER #451 
 $300.00

In 1925 women were told they couldn’t make it on their own ... Caddie wasn’t 
listening

35. Caddie, directed by Donald Crombie (1976). Original American 
poster for Caddie [released in New York on 8 February 1981]. Caddie 
arrives in America five years after its Australian premiere and quite a bit 
has happened: the Sydney setting has gone and we’re left with a close-up of 
Helen Morse and a couple of vignettes signifying romance and the 1920s 
respectively. Poster measures 102 x 70cms. Folded. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER 

#451  $300.00

36. Chtopiec z Burzy. directed by Henri Safran (1976). Original Polish 
poster for Storm Boy [released in Poland during 1978 ]. A wonderful example 
of Polish movie poster design: Mr. Perceval and Storm Boy are combined to 
form something new, vibrant and happy. Poster, designed by Eryk Lipinski, 
measures 84 x 59cms. Rolled. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #463  $350.00



Sydney 1977: la pluie est noire. La mort est au bout du rêve

37. La Dernière Vague, directed by Peter Weir (1977). Original French poster for The Last Wave [first shown in France 
at the Paris Film Festival, November 1977]. The French design favours all the elements omitted from the American version, 
see next item: Sydney is the setting, Chris Lee (Gulpilil) receives equal prominence to David Burton (Richard Chamberlain), 
and dreams can function as accurate predictors of the future. Poster, designed by Gilbert Raffin, measures 157 x 117cms. 
PIKE AND COOPER #486 Folded. Fine.  $400.00

38. Black Rain, directed by Peter Weir (1977). Original American poster for The Last Wave [released in New York 19 
December 1978 and more widely the following month]. A not unheard of fate for a movie’s poster design in America: the 
tidal wave threatening Sydney has been replaced by rain, the indigenous characters have disappeared and we’re left with the 
tried and true drive-in taglines and the image of Richard Chamberlain from earlier designs. Poster measures 104 x 68cms. 
Folded. Fine. PIKE AND COOPER #486  $350.00

39. Newsfront, directed by Philip Noyce (1978). Original American poster Newsfront [the first Australian movie to 
be shown at the New York Film Festival September 1978, released commercially in New York 30 May 1979]. A wonderful 
illustration by Nancy Stahl featuring images of Bill Hunter, Wendy Hughes, Gerard Kennedy, Chris Haywood, two others I 
do not know and the American exclusion of setting. Poster measures 103 x 68cms. Rolled. Fine.  $300.00



The one great Australian film that I have seen. Pauline Kael

40. The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith, directed by Fred Schepisi (1978). Original American poster for The Chant of 
Jimmie Blacksmith [released in the United States 3 September 1980]. The poster falls back on the combination of newspaper 
banner style and Pauline Kael’s endorsement. Poster measures 103 x 68cms. Folded. Fine.  $300.00

41. Money Movers, Profession: Convoyeurs, directed by Bruce Beresford (1978). Original French poster for Money 
Movers [released in France during 1986 after a screening at the Festival du Film Policier, Cognac]. Contrasting light and dark 
design with some telltale bullet holes in the “o” of “Money”. Poster, designed by Landi of Spadem, measures 54 x 40cms. 
Folded. Fine.  $300.00

Un crime contre nature ...

42. Long Weekend, directed by Colin Eggleson (1978). Original French poster for Long Weekend [released in France 
30 July 1980, after being awarded the Jury and Critics Prizes at the 9th Festival International de Paris du Film Fantastique et de 
Science-Fiction, Paris, November 1979]. Details of a naked woman, vulture, harpoon, thirteen bats and the above caption – a 
perfect poster for a horror movie. Poster, designed by Léo Kouper, measures 53 x 39cms. Folded. Fine. $300.00



Se questo film non ti spaventa ...SEI GIÀ MORTO

43. Patrick, directed by Richard Franklin (1978). 
Original Italian poster for Patrick [released in Italy during 
1979]. The design is built around the familiar image of 
Patrick in his hospital bed and the inspired Italian tag 
line. [Tagline Guru thinks that this tag was used first 
for Phantasm, released the same year as Patrick in Italy, 
http://www.taglineguru.com/movie_taglines.html ) Poster 
measures 69 x 33cms. Rolled. Blank space at top of poster 
for screening details to be inserted. Fine.  $300.00

44. Thirst, directed by Rod Hardy (1979). Original 
American poster for Thirst [released in the United States 
29 September 1979]. The poster design stays true to 
the conventions of the movie’s genre while adding some 
contemporary details relevant to a movie set on a dairy 
farm for blood cows, aka humans. Poster measures 115 x 
69cms. Folded. Fine.  $300.00

45. Harlequin, directed by Simon Wincer (1980). 
Original French poster for Harlequin [released in France 
14 January 1981]. Harlequin fits happily into the French 
fantastique tradition and elements of a dove dripping 
blood, a storm over water, lightning and stars, with a 
close-up portrait of Gregory Wolfe (Robert Powell) sitting 
atop it all. Poster, designed by P.Marty, measures 158 x 
117cms. Folded. Fine.  $300.00



Australian stuntman Grant Page goes to Los Angeles to work 
on a television series. He uses his spare time to lend his 
expertise to rock band Sorcery, whose act features duels 
between the King of the Wizards and the Prince of Darkness, 
with his [Page’s] cousin playing the Prince. Page helps the duo 
develop pyrotechnic magic tricks for their shows, and also finds 
himself in a budding romance with ... imdb

46. Stunt Rock, directed by Brian Trenchard-
Smith (1980). Original American poster for Stunt 
Rock [released in the United States 9 May 1980]. Grant 
Page, the Australian stuntman, plays himself in this mock 
documentary which mixes genres with an abandon that 
the poster’s tag line – DEATH WISH AT 120 DECIBELS – 
and the synopsis, above, only manage to hint at. Poster 
measures 104 x 66cms. Folded. Fine.  $200.00

47. The Earthling, directed by Peter Collinson (1980). 
Original American poster for The Earthling [released in 
the United States 24 July 1980]. The American design 
preference for representing an individual’s destiny through 
caption, main actors and love, in any form, over setting 
– shot in the Blue Mountains – mood or theme. Poster 
measures 108 x 70cms. Folded. Fine.  $200.00

Un continent en peril ... Une impitoyable chasse à “L’homme 
Radioactif ”

48. Reaction en Chaine, directed by Ian Barry (1980). 
Original French poster for The Chain Reaction [released 
in France 4 February 1981]. Anti-radiation suits + guns + 
car smash = serious action movie. Poster measures 52 x 
38cms. Folded. Fine.  $200.00

49. Die Ketten Reaktion, directed by Ian Barry 
(1980). Original German poster for The Chain Reaction 
[released in West Germany 5 February 1981]. The design 
takes its lead from the success of Mad Max the previous 
year, acknowledges this in the caption, and adds the 
helicopter, the European signifier for the action movie. 
Poster measures 84 x 58cms. Folded. Fine.  $200.00



50. Breaker Morant, directed by Bruce 
Beresford (1980). Original American poster 
for Breaker Morant [released in the United 
States during 1981 after a screening at the 
New York Film Festival October 1980]. 
Monumental illustration of the heads of three 
accused and their solicitor, sitting beneath 
heavy endorsements, and an enigmatic 
illustration of the climax of the movie. Poster 
measures 104 x 69cms. Folded. Fine.  $300.00

51. Treasure of the Yankee Zephyr, 
directed by David Hemmings (1981). 
Original American poster for Race for the 
Yankee Zephyr [released in the United States 
during April 1984]. This must be the movie 
with the most diverse range of posters. I 
have seen two from East Germany, one from 
Czechoslovakia and now this one which 
summarises the plot and setting, the latter 
albeit in sepia tones. And the New Zealand 
location – Queenstown – has become “the 
most desolate yet beautiful place on earth”.  
A not dissimilar claim for this landscape 
appears further down in TOP OF THE LAKE. 
Poster measures 104 x 64cms. Folded. Fine. 
 $200.00

52. L’Homme de la Rivière d’Argent, directed by George 
Miller, (1982). Original French poster for The Man from Snowy 
River [released in France during 1982]. When Kirk Douglas plays 
twin brothers who have not spoken for years, then I suppose he’s 
allowed this degree of prominence in the poster.  Tom Burlinson and 
Sigrid Thornton become background silhouettes. Poster, designed 
by Philippe of Spadem, measures 159 x 119cms. Folded. Fine. 
 $350.00

53. L’Homme de la Rivière d’Argent, directed by George 
Miller (1982). Original French poster for The Man from Snowy 
River [released in France during 1982]. The smaller version of the 
previous item. Poster measures 53 x 40cms. Folded. Fine.  $200.00



54. Безумный Макс 2: Воин дороги, 
directed by George Miller (1982). Original 
Russian poster for Mad Max 2. I have not 
found any release dates for Mad Max 2 in 
Russia beyond a dvd in 2002; this poster 
could well be for the dvd. Poster measures 
101 x 68cms. Rolled. Fine.  $300.00 

55. The Pirate Movie, directed by Ken 
Annakin (1982). Original American poster 
for The Pirate Movie [released in the United 
States 6 August 1982] A pubescent, pirate 
musical with two blonde protagonists and 
all of the rest of the cast somewhere in the 
poster. Poster measures 104 x 68cms. Folded. 
Fine.  $200.00

56. Starstruck, directed by Gillian 
Armstrong (1982). Original American 
poster for Starstruck [first shown at the 
Chicago Film Festival October 1982, then 
commercially in New York 10 November the 
same year]. The image of Jackie (Jo Kennedy) 
used for all of the movie’s posters with her 
costume and the title of the movie replacing 
details from the movie in other designs. 
Poster measures 104 x 68cms. Folded. Fine. 
 $250.00

She was a 20th Century woman trapped in the 
19th Century ... Jeannie Gunn has been dunked 
in a river. Treed by an angry bull. And forced to 
cross the Australian continent the hard way. On 
horseback. By buckboard. And on foot.

57. We of the Never Never, directed by 
Igor Auzins (1982). Original American 
poster for We of the Never Never [released 
in the United States 11 February 1983]. 
The recognisable American ingredient of an 
individual’s triumph over adversity, the all 
purpose tag of “finding love”, surrounded by 
vignettes from the movie. Poster measures 
104 x 69cms. Folded. Fine.  $250.00



If you leave hospital without me, kill me first

58. Annie’s Coming Out, directed by Gil Brealey 
(1984). Original English poster for Annie’s Coming Out 
[released in England 23 November 1984]. An unusual 
English poster free of endorsements and relying on a 
powerful central image and the quotation of one of the 
potent lines of dialogue from the movie, above. Poster 
measures 76 x 100cms. Folded. Fine.  $300.00

They were looking for a miracle, but found something more.

59. A Test of Love, directed by Gil Brealey (1984). 
Original American poster for Annie’s Coming Out [first 
shown in New York at New Directors / New Films 29 
March 1985, then commercially 12 April the same year]. 
The American design makes for an interesting comparison 
with the last item: light replaces dark, a partial synopsis 
added, tag lines changed dramatically and the well worn 
“based on a true story” sits atop. Poster measures 104 x 
68cms. Folded. Fine.  $300.00

60. Dakota Harris, directed by Colin Eggleston 
(1986). Original French poster for Sky Pirates [released 
in France 2 July 1986]. The standard design for the poster 
featuring a dashing John Hargreaves with only the title 
change, brought about, I suspect, by the success of the 
Indiana Jones movies. Poster measures 53 x 40cms. Folded. 
Fine.  $200.00

61. Czarownice z Eastwick, directed by George Miller 
(1987). Original Polish poster for The Witches of Eastwick 
[released in Poland during 1989]. The first of George 
Miller’s two American movies, followed by Lorenzo’s Oil in 
1992, is concerned with the encounters between three 
new to the role witches and Daryl Van Horne, also new 
in town. The poster design nimbly suggests the nature of 
these encounters. Poster measures 92 x 67cms. Rolled. 
Fine.  $300.00



IN THE TIME IT TAKES TO GET YOUR CAR FIXED, YOUR WHOLE LIFE CAN CHANGE

62. High Tide, directed by Gillian Armstrong (1987). Original American 
poster for the videocassette of High Tide [released during 1988]. A striking central 
image brought back to the preferred American style – individual’s life changes 
miraculously – by the tagline, see above. Poster measures  101 x 66cms. Rolled. 
Fine.  $250.00

63. Monsieur Quigley L’Australien, directed by Simon Wincer (1990). Original 
French poster for Quigley [released in France 16 January 1991]. An American 
cowboy, hired by the local landowner to kill off the indigenous population, changes 
sides, helps and is helped by the locals. Vivid illustration by Slocombe with terrific 
background details representing Central Australia. Monumental French poster size 
measuring 157 x 119cms., designed by Rôain Slocombe. Fine.  $250.00

64. Prisoners of the Sun, directed by Stephen Wallace (1990). Original 
American poster for the videocassette of Blood Oath, [released late 1991]. Apart 
from the mention of “war” in the tagline, the poster design removes any trace of 
the setting or plot – the investigation of Japanese war crimes on Ambon during 
World War Two – and fixes the movie as a general, horror piece. Poster measures 
101 x 69cms. Rolled. Fine.  $250.00

65. Flirting, directed by John Duigan (1991). Original English poster for Flirting 
[released in England 25 October 1991]. An exuberant design combining young 
women in underwear of the period adjacent to endorsements from The Times, The 
Observer and The Daily Telegraph. Poster measures 100 x 67cms. Rolled. One short 
tear, else fine.  $250.00



66. Dingo, directed by Rolf De Heer 
(1991). Pressbook for the French release of 
Dingo on 8 January 1992. Synopsis, biographies 
of performers and crew, interview with 
De Heer, photographs from movie and 
production; an irresistible movie for the 
French: John “Dingo” Anderson, an Australian 
everyman travels to Paris to meet Billy Cross, 
his idol, played by Miles Davis! Qto. Printed 
wrappers, stapled. Fine.  $150.00

67. Dingo, directed by Rolf De Heer 
(1991). Original French poster for Dingo 
[released in France 8 January 1992]. A 
juxtaposition that combines the two central 
elements of the movie: an Australian outback 
scene and Miles Davis playing the trumpet; 
and held in place by “Dingo” tape. Poster 
measures 53 x 39cms. Rolled. Fine.  $200.00

68. Sirènes, directed by John Dugian 
(1993). Original French poster for Sirens 
[released in France 4 January 1995]. The 
Australian caption of “Love – Lust – Art 
– Religion” has gone and replaced with a 
reference to Four Weddings and a Funeral, Hugh 
Grant’s breakthrough movie of eight months 
earlier. Poster measures 53 x 40cms. Folded. 
Fine.  $200.00

69. The Sum of Us, directed by Geoff 
Burton and Kevin Dowling (1994). 
Original American poster for The Sum of Us 
[released in the United States 8 March 1995]. 
A standard American poster notable now 
for the youthful images of Jack Thompson 
and Russell Crowe and drolly applying 
the style and tagline for a heterosexual 
romantic comedy to this movie with two gay 
protagonists. Poster measures 102 x 69cms. 
Rolled. Fine.  $250.00



70. Napoleon en Australie, directed by Mario 
Andreacchio (1995). Original French poster 
for Napoleon [released in France 5 February 
1997]. The standard design for the poster with 
the lower background offering an unconvincing 
version of the Australian landscape partially saved 
by three kangaroos. Poster measures 53 x 40cms. 
Folded. Fine.  $200.00

71. Love Serenade, directed by Shirley 
Barrett (1996). Original French poster for Love 
Serenade [released in France 15 January 1997, 
after premiering at the Cannes Film Festival 20 
May 1996, where it received the Camera D’Or 
prize]. The melancholy version of poster designs 
for this movie: one only of the three protagonists, 
the colours and isolation of a small country 
town, and the romance noted cryptically. Poster 
measures 53 x 40cms. Folded. Fine.  $200.00

72. Historia Liliany, directed by Jerzy 
Domaradzki (1996). Original Polish poster for 
Lilian’s Story [released in Poland 11 April 1997]. 
Adaptation of Kate Grenville’s novel, based on 
the life of Bea Miles. The Polish design leaves 
these details behind and stresses the tensions in 
Lilian Singer’s emotional state. Poster, designed 
by Lech Majewski, measures 98 x 68cms. Rolled. 
Fine.  $300.00 



73. Paradise Road, directed by Bruce 
Beresford (1997). Original American poster 
for Paradise Road [released in the United States 
11 April 1997] Standard American design: image 
of two women embracing, five lines of gush and 
“based on a true story”. Interestingly Bruce 
Beresford is acknowledged as the director of 
Driving Miss Daisy, a credit that has sometimes 
eluded him. Poster measures 100 x 68cms. Rolled. 
Fine.  $200.00

74. Holy Smoke!, directed by Jane Campion 
(1999). Original American poster for the dvd 
release of Holy Smoke! [released middle of 2000]. 
What happens to the poster design as the movie 
goes from theatrical to dvd release [see our 
previous two catalogues for examples of the 
former]: the image, tagline and endorsement 
all say “sex” and the exclamation mark at the 
end of title which had appeared and dropped 
off previous posters is fixed on again. Poster 
measures102 x 66cms. Rolled. Fine.  $150.00

75. Cercle Intime, directed by Samantha 
Lang (2000). Original French poster for The 
Monkey’s Mask, the movie version of Dorothy 
Porter’s verse novel [released in France 15 
August 2001]. The design reworks the dominant 
image for the poster, places the two protagonists 
in profile and shifts the much reproduced sex 
scene to the bottom of the design in reduced 
size. Poster measures 55 x 46cms. Folded. Fine. 
 $250.00

76. Mr. Accident, directed Yahoo Serious 
(2000). Original French poster for Mr. Accident 
[released in France 11 July 2001]. The third of 
the director / writer / star’s three movies and his 
last to date. The poster design reworks elements 
from earlier versions and, by the time of French 
release, the image of Yahoo Serious is already 
being phased out. Poster measures 53 x 40cms. 
Folded. Fine.  $150.00



77. Le Gâteau Magique, directed by Karl 
Zwicky (2000). Original French poster for The 
Magic Pudding [released in France 23 October 
2002] The four immortals, 82 years on from their 
first appearance, their colours brightened up 
for the movie version and the Pudding appears 
medicated, as they say, up to the eyeballs. Poster 
measures 53 x 40cms. Folded. Fine.  $250.00

78. Kangourou Jack, directed by David 
McNally (2003). Original French poster for 
Kangaroo Jack [released in France 16 July 2003]. 
An American movie, part shot in the Northern 
Territory, and whose Australian connection, 
admittedly slight, is the central role for the most 
well known Australian marsupial. Could any 
other animal survive being hit by a car, pose for a 
photograph wearing a jacket containing $50,000, 
before hopping away wearing the coat, and with 
the loot? Poster measures 53 x 41cms. Folded. 
Fine.  $75.00

Un Western Australien Crépusculaire et Fiévreux

79. The Proposition, directed by John 
Hillcoat (2005). Original French poster 
for The Proposition [first shown in France at 
Lyon L‘Étrange Festival 6 April 2009, then at 
the La Rochelle Film Festival 5 July 2009 and, 
commercially, on 16 December 2009]. Two men, 
two guns, the movie’s details around them; it’s a 
Western! Poster measures 60 x 40cms. Folded. 
Fine. $75.00

80. Le Secret De Kelly-Anne, directed by 
Peter Cattaneo (2006). Original French poster 
for Opal Dream [first shown in France at the 
Festival du Film d‘Aventures de Valenciennes 
on 17 March 2006, in general release in France 
on 12 July, and in Australia during September 
2006]. An international co-production based 
on Ben Rice’s novella Pobby and Dingan. The 
Australian ingredients are the South Australian 
Film Corporation, Sherman Pictures, actors and 
an old prospecting town in South Australia as the 
location. Poster measures 57 x 40cms. Folded. 
Fine. $75.00



81. 2h37, directed by Murali K. Thalluri 
(2006). Original French poster for 2:37 [first 
shown in France at the Cannes Film Festival 
on 26 May 2006, then in general release on 29 
November later that year]. One of many designs 
for the movie’s poster; all hint at the anguish 
of adolescence; the caption here makes the 
resolution of that anguish more explicit. Poster 
measures 53 x 41cms. Folded. Fine.  $75.00

82. Disgrace, directed by Steve Jacobs 
(2008). Original French poster for Disgrace 
[released in France 3 February 2010]. A 
reworking of the poster design for its promotion 
in France: John Malkovich remains at the centre 
with the other two protagonists on either side. 
Poster measures 53 x 40cms. Folded. Fine.  75.00

83. Sleeping Beauty, directed by Julia Leigh 
(2011). Original French poster for Sleeping 
Beauty [released in France 16 November 2011]. 
A complete rethinking of the poster design for 
French release, the half figure of the protagonist 
is replaced by a close-up of her face that 
overflows the poster’s edges. Poster measures 
157 x 115cms. Folded. Fine.  $50.00

84. Les Crimes de Snowtown, directed 
by Justin Kurzel (2011). Original French 
poster for Snowtown [first shown in France at 
the Cannes Film Festival on 16 May 2011 and 
released commercially 28 December later that 
year]. The most enigmatic of the designs for 
the poster with the change in title for French 
release giving up something of the nature of the 
movie. Poster measures 52 x 46cms. Folded. Fine . 
 $50.00



85. Les Saphirs, directed by Wayne Blair (2012). Original French poster for The Sapphires [first shown in France 19 
May 2012 at the Cannes Film Festival, then 6 June 2012 at the Champs-Elysées Film Festival and commercially 8 August 
2012]. The first screenings of the movie followed by its Australian premiere the next day on 9 August 2012. Poster 
measures 160 x 120cms. Folded. Fine.  $60.00

86. Lore, directed by Cate Shortland (2012). Original French poster for Lore [first shown in France on 12 December 
2012 at Les Arcs International Film Festival and commercially 20 February 2013]. Neck and neck with Sleeping Beauty, 
three items back, for the largest close-up in this catalogue. Is this the beginning of a trend in France? Poster measures 157 
x 115cms. Folded. Fine.  $50.00

87. Top of the Lake, directed by Jane Campion and Garth Davis (2013). Original English poster for the DVD release 
of Top of the Lake first shown in the United Kingdom on 13 July 2013, after premiering at the Sundance Film Festival the 
previous January. Eight images from the movie that give little away of its plot or themes. Poster measures 45 x 28cms. 
Rolled. Fine.  $50.00

Reference for pre-1978 movies: Andrew Pike and Ross Cooper, Australian Film 1900-1977. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980.


